This Powerful PDF “Special Report” is a gift from Money Attraction Success, where you'll learn the hidden Secrets of Manifesting your dearest and deepest desires, that is how to turn your Dreams into Reality by mastering the Secret Knowledge and the Mindsets of the immensely wealthy and powerful. You have the rights to share and give away this “Special Report” to your friends and to as many people as you wish! You can even sell it as long as you keep it unchanged and you respect the copyright within it.

Get your future edition of the Special Papers on the Secrets of Abundance here:

Money Attraction Success

Transform your Thoughts, Beliefs and Actions and you will transform your life!

The purpose of the “Secrets of Abundance” series is to get you closer to the source of abundance and all there is by teaching you on many levels how to use the Universal Laws of Success, Abundance and how to attract anything you want...

At this point of the journey you might be skeptical because some things didn’t seem to work for you in the past but let me ask you a crucial question:

How do you know they did not work for you?
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The surprising answer is, they did work for you every single time you just were using the power of the source of all life in the Universe and the power of your own mind to attract what you are living now. Yes, I know you didn’t want any of the “negative” things you have been experiencing in your life but truth is you have been using the laws unintentionally to manifest things that are not to your liking but this is about to change for you now!

While you are enjoying yourself reading the secrets let your unconscious mind do another thing entirely... Let it learn how to use the secret tips and tricks at lightning speed! For in the inner realm there is no difference between a vivid dream and what we call reality for reality is but another dream you happen to believe in strongly and that means you can believe in your dearest dreams at least 10 times stronger! Let your inner dreamer weave exciting and powerful new scenarios and ideas for you until they feel Real and step into the strongest feeling of faith you can! The faith that your dreams are manifesting. Your inner powerful self knows how to tap into the infinite power of the source of all things and it can create abundance for you.

It is your birth right to live in a never ending abundance of health, wealth, joy, blissful relationships and anything else you want and long for. Unfortunately when we go through life we pick up all sorts of experiences some of which were less than positive. Perhaps you experienced some events that created powerfully “negative” emotions in your system (the system being your mind, body and energy body), which became “wounds” that needed healing besides you created all sorts of beliefs around those difficult events. However, these beliefs whose good intention was to protect you from further “injuries”, disappointments and the like have a secondary effect which has been preventing you from experiencing the total flow of energies and that’s why some of your dreams couldn’t materialize on the physical world because your fears and projected “failures” were preventing them from coming to you.

In the next “Secrets of Abundance” series we will treat in detail every aspect of resistance to your own good, fears and phobias, worries of all types and kinds, limiting beliefs, we will deal with guilt, resentment, even “hatred” and all kinds of emotions that are eating up your energies and generating chaos and less than desirable results in your life.

On the top of addressing this part of the manifesting equation we will give you tips and tricks on how to become a Master at creating Multiple Streams of Income in your life all backed up with proven and powerful change and transformation mind tools and techniques so no matter what you think your problems are, you will soon be able to kiss them goodbye forever, may they rest in peace while you build the kind of life you have been only dreaming of... until you found our powerful teachings that is!

To fully benefit from the “Secret Teachings” go here and send your friends and loved ones to this link so they won’t miss all the good coming their way. You’ll be a member of an exclusive club: the Special Abundance Seekers from all over the world:

Money Attraction Success
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Today we will unveil a very important aspect that will tremendously help you become a Master at Creating Multiple Streams of Income! Something I discovered time and again while working with clients in one on one coaching sessions.

**Special Key Features**

To help you manifest your dreams into reality we created unique and powerful features. You can have a say in what will be addressed in these “Secrets of Abundance” series. How can you contribute?

It’s very easy, go to our [Money Attraction Blog](#) and post your comments, stories, problems you want help solving and any suggestions and wishes because we are the wish granting genies totally dedicated to helping you build an ever flowing stream of Abundance in your Life.

Now, if you believe or think your problems, issues and concerns even questions about “How To” are urgent an can’t wait send us an email here:

[Abundancewizard@moneyattractionsuccess.com](mailto:Abundancewizard@moneyattractionsuccess.com)

If a question keeps coming up within the requests our “Special Abundance Seekers” send in, it will be treated in depth in the next “Secrets of Abundance” issue but we do respond to all your questions.

Success Stories and discussions about the tips and tricks in the Special Reports are also welcome. Soon A forum link will be posted and you can give free rein to your curiosity and joy sharing it all with like minded and wonderful people.

In case you need one on one coaching please send your request to the above mentioned email address to schedule a session.

**Now go get your Abundance Secrets in this Special issue!**

In this Issue of the “Secrets of Abundance” we will be talking about **how to create multiple streams of income** and how to stop the hidden money leakages you haven’t been aware of...

This is but one tip as there is so much more to discover and use to be infinitely attractive to the Abundance you have been seeking all along!

---

**FAITH**

*When you come to the end of all the light you know, and it’s time to step into the darkness of the unknown, faith is knowing that one of two things shall happen: either you will be given something solid to stand on or you will be taught to fly.*
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We humans are creatures of habits. Some of the habits actually save us time, they are skills we learned a long time ago but we still use to go about our work, business... in a nutshell habits save us time and energy to get things done like the skills you learned as a kid, the writing and reading abilities, how you tie your shoe laces, how to drive your car, how to cook, the specialized skills necessary to your work or business and that is all well and good yet there are other habits that aren’t in our best interest.

These “other habits” were acquired either from following the example of someone we admired and respected or for some reason that was important at the time, and which became some coping mechanism that helped us go through tough times. Some of these habits are things we learned to do so we could please someone we cared about, be it a friend, a relative or just so that we got accepted by a group of people. Examples of these learned behaviors are the smoking habit, shouting at a loved one because our parents shouted at us as a way of showing how much they cared but the way they did it produced more damage in our inner world than anything else, over eating to feel good, spending money for stuff that isn’t useful...

The bottom line is: some habits lead to great results in your life some habits just bring you far away from manifesting your dreams. The interesting thing about the habits though is that they “die” hard, many habits you dislike run on automatic pilot, meaning they took charge of your life, you don’t have a choice anymore but binge when you feel depressed, you light up the next cigarette whenever you feel under stress, or perhaps you buy expensive things that leave a huge gaping hole in your savings account because you feel like somebody special for a split second and when the effects of the rush fade away, you sit on the ruins of the financial catastrophe, feeling more miserable than ever, perhaps cursing the bad luck life has dealt to you and the unfairness of it all?

There are countless ways in which this type of habits do more damage than the relief they might have brought upon you, once upon a time. Now, it is time to make the good decision to trade them for the ones that will empower you!

One of the habits we are going to address in this “Secrets of Abundance” issue is your money spending. You need to awaken from a long sleep and take charge of your life and financial destiny... You’ll soon learn how to get your Power of Choice by uncovering some of the money spending “habits”, which were up until now programs running on automatic pilot and robbing you of the chance to ever reach a true financial health and independence.
Money Vampires and How to Neutralize them for good

I have a lot of experience working with people from all walks of life, people like you and me who want to manifest the life of their dreams. Many who applied these “Secrets Teachings” are already well on their way to having it all. Most of them actually had to stop and realize that just talking about it, their financial independence dream for instance, wasn’t going to make it happen. Uttering some fancy affirmations does not do it either... because for the most part affirmations, which are the hollow sentences you tell yourself time and again, simply bounce back on the walls of your beliefs so it is like throwing flower seeds on bare rocks, we all know what the results will be, don’t we?

I once coached a wonderful woman who had big trouble keeping her hard earned money until the end of the month. She was deeply in debt and started getting problems at work because of her lack of concentration and focus due to her financial situation. When she was about to lose her job, a friend of hers who had made great changes in her life after going through a powerful coaching program literally brought her to me and even paid her first session so she could finally get some help.

I looked at her and said that I will not coach her because she didn’t come on her own accord. She needed to realize it for herself, the fact that she was in a delicate position and that she needed to do something about it. The woman we shall name Jane (to protect her privacy) agreed to give it a chance, to give herself a chance and so we began our project together, to find out what was creating her financial and otherwise misery in life.

Jane could not tell me where she really spent her money, she just knew that 10 days before the month is over she needed to borrow some money to survive?? Now, that was an interesting challenge so I suggested to accompany her for 3 days while she went about and around...

On the first day everything seemed to be fine. She took care of her chores and did well. The next day was a Saturday and the moment I saw her for our appointment I knew something was not right. I barely recognized her. She was in a right state!

Her whole body was telling a long tale, she was restless, depressed and quite in a hurry. She said she needed a coffee so we drove to the next coffee place but she refused to buy any coffee there!

Pretty confusing isn’t it?
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So we kept driving around (her friend did because Jane wasn’t able to do anything then) until we saw a Starbucks shop and the moment she saw it... she lit up talk about a transformation!

Jane was literally beaming! We went in and she ordered no less than 5 big Frapuccinos...

Now things started to make sense to me! She had a strong but less than useful program running totally on autopilot and she wasn’t even aware of it 100%.

A little later she got sick because of the quantity of the Frapuccinos she had...

Now was the time to do something about it because she wanted to go there again and have more of the Frapuccinos. When I asked her how many she had consumed already she said just one!

To make a long story short we got down to this Frapuccino business in the end. It turned out, she didn’t believe to be a lovable person but one day she met a guy who “made her feel” special and that she deserved to be loved. They were in a Starbucks on a beautiful Saturday when he asked her to marry him, which shocked her and delighted her at the same time. She agreed and couldn’t believe her luck... that was until the guy cleaned out her savings account before disappearing forever, without a single word.

They also used to go for a little gambling game and have fun together so she took on that habit as well. The shock was terrible for her because in her mind, it confirmed her “unworthiness” and because the guy played his game well she also believed the only great time in her life was with him, so unconsciously she kept trying to get back those feelings by buying the too many Frapuccinos and by wasting her money on gambling in the hope she would relive the emotions she experienced while she was spending time with him as he was most charming when he gambled.

We took care of these emotional problems and I made her realize that the feelings and emotions she experienced with him were her own creation. It was her great ability to feel those emotions in the first place that made her happy and joyous. She just associated them with him so when he betrayed her trust, she adopted the “damaging” belief that she was not worth anything and her “money spending” automatic program was created to help her cope with the shock and loss she perceived when the guy took her money and left her. Soon enough wasting her money and being miserable became a habit she did not control anymore.

Anyhow, once those issues had been successfully addressed, she could save enough money to pay her debt off. She also invested in herself by learning new money generating skills: new habits that were most beneficial to her. She learned how to stop the money leakages in her financial life and she learned to love and respect herself. A year later she became a very successful business woman and she manifested the relationship of her dreams as well.

Now, you might think. Well, that was a tragic story but I don’t have that kind of emotional issues. My question is, do you not, really?
As far as emotions are concerned every single human being does things so they can feel certain emotions. Be it happiness, a sense of worth, joy, satisfaction, feel superior riding a Mercedes or a Rolls Royce, feel beautiful...

It all boils down to whether you are aware of “WHY you want the things you want, WHY you do the things you do” or not.

Some feelings and emotions can help you succeed beyond your wildest dreams, so the key to success is: you need to be in charge of your emotional states so you use them to create what you truly want instead of being driven by them to places you would rather not go to.

Let’s examine another true story. How a guy prayed the whole year without a fail but didn’t get his dream manifested and how the problem got solved ☺?

This guy we shall call Paul didn’t keep any money in his hands even in times when he got plenty of it. By the way, he too had no clue to where the money was going.

Until a time he was just barely surviving (financially) so he got the idea to manifest more money in his life.

Said and done. He got into the habit of praying to God to let him win the Lottery.

But days then weeks and finally months went by and Paul never ever won the Lottery. After a year of such misery he decided to talk to God. In that night he went to bed as upset as can be.

The dream was as real as reality itself can be. He could talk to the Almighty about his wasted prayers and what he did wrong because his Lottery millions didn’t come his way as he specifically asked for.

A mighty cloud appeared in the sky and a wonderful voice gave him a surprising reply!

It said, Paul you never bought a Lottery ticket so how are the millions supposed to come your way?

Paul was very surprised then he said but you bloody well know I haven’t got any money to buy an expensive Lottery ticket!

The voice then graciously reminded him that they even sent him the money for the ticket!

Paul scratched his head and finally he said, ah! You mean that dirty 20 dollar bill I found on the street 11 months ago?

Yes! Paul that very bill!

Paul answered, yes but I had to have that Cuban Cigar! For once in days I could afford it...

Paul had come a long way since he first experienced his strange dream. I don’t know what else he heard from the voice but it changed him enough to save some money he used to spend in things he didn’t even need so he could feel special, and he got some coaching until he found a niche he mastered greatly. Now he is making more money than he can possibly spend in 2 life times.
Which takes us to the important conclusion of helping your dreams manifest by seizing the opportunities that show up on your path. All these experiences taught me one important secret to immense success: actively look for ways to invest your money in things and learnings that teach you a lot of useful things, one of the most important being the skill to make money on demand.

Today is your luckiest day because I know of something you could begin learning, best of all for free until you can make an educated decision whether it is something for you or not. But I am confident that by then and if you put your focus and curiosity into it you will not want to miss it in your life. The next thing would be to decide how much money you want to make using it and simply make it happen. If you never heard of the Forex and FOREX Trading business you’re in for a great treat. To start your education right away go here now and download a 20 hours+ Forex Video Training, a high quality product yours for free but for a limited time only. So get it now!

This is part of the practical tools you’ll be learning to make money. Many more creative strategies will be shared with you so you can choose whatever suits you best. Having said that you cannot choose the best thing for you if you never knew that thing existed in the first place. So never make the mistake of assuming or presuming anything until you have enough information to decide properly.

Practical Tools to uncover your Hidden Money Vampires and Create Multiple Streams of Income

Let’s wrap up. We know that certain hidden “money spending” habits are the reason why building wealth might seem impossible to you. The next step is to find a way to become aware of them and change them into habits of creating multiple streams of income by investing in yourself, acquiring new skills and educational money making programs plus many more things. You could for example turn your ideas into cash but that is for another time and it is the subject for another “Secrets of Abundance” issue. So stay tuned and give this gift to your friends too.

The longest journey starts with the first step. Next I will be giving you 6 powerful steps that are the success pillars of an awesome Experiment you will mostly benefit from when you carry it to the end.

The advantages are countless. You will discover, using simple means and tools, what kind of “money spending” habits you have and change them to have more money in your life instantly! Next thing you will learn useful ways of making the money you earn from this experiment work for you: either you spend it on fulfilling
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a dream of your choice directly which will be fine by me but I rather suggest to put it to work by investing it into a solid money making project.

You will regain your power of choice and you will experience first hand that you actually and truly can make a difference in your own life by using the power of your mind and the universal laws of attraction and abundance.

Powerful Experiment

Here is a powerful experiment you can make and find out for yourself! We’ve got the best results by running the experiment for 30 days and longer. Now to the experiment itself. Get a simple notepad and write the project name on the first page with the date, the project’s name is

Creating My Multiple Streams of Income

In the next 30 days take the notepad with you and observe your “money spending” habits. The rules of the experiment are very clear: Never Ever judge yourself for anything.

First Step

Make a fun game out of it, a sport you enjoy. Just watch and take notes of the following:

- when do you feel the impulse to buy something?
- Do your best to recall what you were feeling before you felt the urge to buy?
- What are the Things or Services you are most attracted to and would instantly spend the money for?
- What are the feelings associated with that strong impulse to get the thing(s) in question?
- What are the things that trigger the strongest impulse?
- How do you feel if you attempt to talk yourself out of buying them?
- How do you feel when you buy them?
- How do you feel after you get them and the thrill of possessing them is over?

Second Step
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On the page facing the name of your project write down a dream of yours you have been trying to manifest into reality. This can be anything of your choice but I suggest you start with something small and not too emotionally charged. Like for example being able to pay for a nice short vacation or a buy a workout machine or a book, go out for a special concert...

Third Step

Sit down with the notes you took from observing yourself in the previous day and ponder on them. See if you can see patterns starting to emerge, hidden spending habits. Now look at the items you wanted to buy and for any item you did not buy save that amount of money inside a box you call: “My Dream” and forget about it for the time being.

Fourth Step

Deliberately and purposefully, quit buying the things that are of no immediate and real use to you. Look for creative ways of getting some things cheaper or by buying them at a nicer price through eBay, look for garage sales where you might find lots of things, use the library to check out some books before deciding to buy them and more importantly go through your closets and sort out your clothes, your shoes and get rid of anything that you haven’t used for a year! You can even sell the good things through eBay and convert some of the clutter surrounding you into extra cash or just give it away for charity. Do the same with the things in your garage and in any storage room you might own...

Fifth Step

Keep doing the steps of this experiment and when the 30 days are over open the box: “My Dream” and see how much money you’ve got there? You might be in for a delightful Surprise!

Sixth Step

Congratulations! Now you can invest this money you won back from the habits that were controlling you, the cash you took back from your spending habits that were running on automatic and invest it either in fulfilling your dream or you keep doing it if the money for your dream isn’t enough yet or you buy an excellent money making package (do some research before deciding) and start on your way to creating an extra stream of income. I've already given you a tip on where to start with FOREX for FREE: FOREX FREE Video Training

This Experiment is simply awesome. After a few days you start noticing more of your hidden habits so you can change them to your advantage. Simply associate the great feeling, that used to give you a kick from buying stuff you didn’t need in the first place, with
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saving the amount of money you put in your dream(s) box. By doing so you will create a powerful new habit of acting towards manifesting your Dreams. The Universe will respond by giving you more and by sending magnificent opportunities your way. Let me know what your feedback is and feel free to ask questions and/or share your success story with fellow Abundance seekers!

Send your email here: abundancewizard@moneyattractionsuccess.com

Manifesting Resources

To get more manifestation tips and tricks download the The Manifesting Mindset book.

This e-book comes with 100% Resale Rights so feel free to sell it or give it as a gift to whom ever you want. Spread the Good manifesting energies around for it will speed up your manifesting results.

The Manifestation Portal

You are the Master of you life and destiny. You can build the wealth and abundance you desire, you just need to learn some secrets which we will be sending you on a regular basis.
To speed up things for yourself please apply the tips and tricks and decide right now to start with the “My Dream Experiment”. You will be amazed!
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I recommend you get your own Manifestation Portal because it is one of the best investment you can make in yourself. It is an investment that will give you great rewards and a thousand fold return on your money.

Remember money is energy that needs to circulate. To get money manifest more and more often in your life you need to spend the money you already have with care and intelligence and I don’t know any higher or any more lucrative investment than in my perpetual self development.

The manifestation portal comes with more than a 100% money back guarantee so what have you got to lose anyway?

Manifestation Portal

To your success and may your “My Dream Experiment” bring countless treasures into your whole life. Enjoy and stay tuned for the next “Secrets of Abundance” issue.

Karima Begag

Money Attraction Success